Greece
One of the most beautiful countries.
GREECE:

Greece is a country in southeastern Europe with a large number of islands all through the Aegean and Ionian seas. Powerful in old times, it's regularly called the support of Western human advancement. Athens, its capital, holds milestones including the fifth century B.C. Acropolis stronghold with the Parthenon sanctuary. Greece is likewise known for its seas, beaches and the all the beautiful shades of blue. It's a dream destination and attracts people from all over the world.
HISTORY:

Ancient Greece is one of the oldest civilizations existed. The verifiable time of ancient Greece is remarkable in world history as the main time frame confirmed legitimately in extensive, story historiography, while prior antiquated history is known from significantly more fragmentary reports. Ancient greece had a huge impact on the world, in the politics and society, art and architecture, education and culture.
GREEK ISLANDS:

Greece is known for its beauty, its sea and islands. It's a dream destination for people all over the world.
SANTORINI SUNSET:
Santorini has one of the most beautiful sunsets, this supernatural hour of the day when the light makes everything look more beautiful. The sunset in Santorini is viewed as one of the most popular sunsets worldwide and individuals from everywhere the world visit Santorini to photo it and, the greater part of all, treasure it. It's been characterized as the most romantic sunset in the world and its every couple dream to kiss in this sunset.
GREEK TRADITIONAL DANCE:

There are over 10,000 traditional dances that come from all regions of Greece. There are also pan-hellenic dances, which have been adopted throughout the Greek world. These include specifically the syrtos, kalamatianos, ballos and hasapiko. Traditional Greek dancing has a primarily social function.
GREEK FOOD:

Greek food is the cooking of Greece and the Greek diaspora. In a similar manner as numerous different foods of the Mediterranean, it is established on the set of three of wheat, olive oil, and wine. It utilizes vegetables, olive oil, grains, fish, and meat, including pork, poultry, sheep, and goat.